
Hash Trash 

.. don’t let the facts get in the way of a good 
story! 

 
Run no 2258 
Location AH Pesto Palace Paradise Point  
Hare Ah Pesto 
34 Hashmen 
 
The large pack including a visitor and the Covid exile and birthday boy Cumsmoke, arrived at the 
Paradise Point waterfront palace all excited and anticipating an adventurous night with virgin 
territory from this virgin hare. Hash cash Kwakka was busy and his trusty assistant Hardon was once 
again in task ensuring everyone paid before they departed.  
 
The dress theme for the night was long pants and tops and jackets as if the Arctic blast from the 
south had drifted in to the northern end of the GC.  
 
The hash horn sounded and the run briefing was delayed due to the large number of hashmen still 
trying to pay. The GM STD introduced the hare at 6.04pm who gave a very deliberate and serious 
description of the run .....and with that the large pack was ready to go.  
 
The trail was well marked and easily visible under the crescent moon on a clear night. There was 
some unique placement of paper and chalk using fences, stones and posts along the pathways.  
 
On return to the palace the entree was all but gone as a select few had set up camp at the food 
tables right before the pack retuned. The walk was about an hour and the runners started coming in 
at 7.10.  
 
During his stories from the walk SPV expressed his concern about the health and safety of 
Commander Head in the Bush section.  
 
Birthday beers were on offer from Cumsmoke and Miscarrage who was still suffering the effects of 
his COVID jab and was not his usual self  
 
The Nosh was home made real beef burgers with chili cooked on the BBQ by the hare. The gourmet 
is back in hash!! The desert was delicious homemade brownies and icecream.  
 
The circle was called by GM STD  
Visitors: Geoff a mate of Mad Mike. 
Returning runners: Arseup, Now Loved, Slug, HalAl  
 
Run report by Bent Banana said it was a good run and a bit long.  
 
Fanny Charmer gave the walk report of 4.6klm along streets park and Bush. Cumsmoke wanted to 
be on record and said it was the best bush run he has done all year.  
 



Nosh report by Sir Ferret, and he enjoyed two pieces of brownie and the home made hamburgers 
and the spice of chili added great value. 8/10 
 
Charges were lead by stand in RA SPV and he shared the history of Trust Me renovations with 
Cumsmoke as a warning that he has first rights. They both shared stories of Missing Link’s prowess 
with cutting equipment that has electrical chords attached. Sir Blackstump shared a story of Missing 
Links misadventure driving a tractor with a slasher to clear the neighboring block whilst SBS had his 
leg in plaster. It was hard to shut Cumsmoke up with his shares of what has gone wrong on his job 
sites.  
 
Miscarrage was the subject of an SPV charge, due to his visit to a grab a granny bar in the back of 
Toowoomba. Miscarrage responded with a story about a wine tour in NSW Hunter Valley where SPV 
bought a case of “catspiss” for $14 over the local bottle-shop price per bottle.  
 
Ferret charged Sir Botcho with false advertising that we have virgin hare of 240 runs with Dubai 
Creek hash. Both had a DD.  
 
Cumsmoke charged SPV with increasing cost of labor by offering better food for his workers.  
 
POW: VD charged WomBat with queue jumping for Nosh and 
Cumsmoke for dummy spitting at Covid Hash. Not sure how this is a charge for GCH3 but Cumsmoke 
was the winner.  
 
Ah Pisto told a story about his open fire experience in Dubai Creek Hash and why he has a fake fire 
now which we all enjoyed tonight.  
 
Botcho shared a story about VD’s recent run at cricket club in Robina and the call from the cricket 
club president about the video footage of our club night and the damage the remnants of the “keg 
fire” left on the surrounding grass and the remaining ashes as some “big fat guy” kicked it down the 
hill. Apart from Nasty who (who didn’t do it) who else comes to mind? 
 
AGPU June 28 bring your phone with the QLD Covid App.  
 
Splinter lunch in Broadbeach, register on doodle or tell Sir Botcho  
 
Next weeks run Sir Blackstump from Benowa Tavern Footy club 
 
End of circle called by AhPisto  
 
On OnSec  
Nasty  



 
 

 


